## STATEMENT OF PERSONS NOMINATED AND NOTICE OF POLL

**Election of a Member of Parliament**

The following is a statement of the persons nominated for election as a Member of Parliament for **Uxbridge & South Ruislip Constituency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Candidate</th>
<th>Home Address</th>
<th>Description (if any)</th>
<th>Name of Assentors Proposer(+), Seconder(++)</th>
<th>Reason why no longer nominated*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **BINFACE Count** | (address in the Lewisham West and Penge Constituency) | Independent | Lashbrook David +  
Dickeson Timothy W  
Spieler Emilie J  
Cirillo Lucia R  
Pattison Ashley P | Dobson Rachael A ++  
Thomas Ben J  
Grewal Ashaan S  
Kaye Jonathan  
Martin Michelle T |
| **BUCKETHEAD Lord** | (address in the Aylesbury Constituency) | The Official Monster Raving Loony Party | Bowen Paul +  
Cox Barry  
Chowdhury Suman  
Wickens Chalao  
Bosamia Kantilal | Ferguson Yasmine J ++  
Harrison Jackie  
Franklin David  
Hailstone Tony N  
Bourton Paul H |
| **BURKE Norma** | (address in Ireland) | Independent | Crabb Evelyn G +  
Hogg Kinsey J  
Stevenson Robert  
Xerri Paula  
Meacock Raymond G | Crabb Thomas E ++  
Hogg Callum A  
Lawrence Clement  
Meacock Christine  
Sweales Richard L |
| **COURTENAY Geoffrey Denis** | 58 New Peachey Lane, Cowley, Uxbridge, UB8 3SY | UK Independence Party | Allen Ian +  
Grantham Tracey J  
McMillan Jennifer  
Percy Gerald J  
Porter John R | Allen Janet A ++  
Campbell Maureen  
Perry Julian L  
Percy Pamela E  
Porter Maureen S |
| **HUMPHREYS Joanne Illonne** | (address in the Twickenham Constituency) | Liberal Democrats - To stop Brexit | Vernazza Jennifer +  
Fennell Ronald H S  
Little Anthony J  
Kelly Judy A  
Lawrence Karl R | Moseley Callaghn D ++  
Fennell R Elizabeth  
Mathen Kim M  
Shamsuddin Chowdhury  
Little Hazel M |
JOHNSON
Boris  
11 Downing Street, 
London, SW1A 2AB  
The Conservative Party Candidate  
Puddifoot Raymond J +  
Bridges Wayne P  
Mills Douglas S  
Goddard Martin A 
Chamdal Labhaya R  
Burrows Keith E +  
Dowdall Christopher M 
Deville Alan C 
Stead Brian  
Corthorne Philip N  
Mills Richard J ++  
Vaghjiani Heena  
Tuckwell Steven  
O’Brien Susan C  
Chapman Alan J  
Barnes Tejal K ++  
Dowdall Rhiannon J  
Hensley John K 
Simmonds David T  
Xuereb Rachel  

KEIR
Mark Alan  
31 Winnock Road,  
Yiewsley, West Drayton,  
UB7 7RH  
Green Party  
West Christine +  
Williams Julie M  
Thrower Vanessa 
Middleton Mark J 
Lee Jessica M  
Green Sarah C ++  
Williams Rodney G 
Bennett Migena  
Patel Kishore  
Lee Graham J  

MILANI
Ali Reza  
57 Turnpike Lane,  
Uxbridge, UB10 0AJ  
Labour Party  
Smith Jane M +  
Browning Ian G  
Stone Ian P 
Meen Ray K  
Mcdonald Peter L  
Smith Andrew R ++ 
Clouting James A  
Espley Paul W 
Mcdonald Margaret T  
Mcdonald Kevin P  

SMITH
Bobby "Elmo"  
(address in the  
Stevenage Constituency)  
Drake Jean +  
Harewood Wendy A  
Letch Sharon A 
Williams Rosalyn J  
Haslam Rosemary F  
Clargo Sally A L ++  
Harewood Simone J 
Hatt John 
Wright Sheila M  
Rice Amanda J  

TOBIN
William John  
(address in France)  
Pickles Cheryllyne A +  
Jariwala Harish K 
Mundell Alan K 
Arundel Frances M  
Panesar Gurkirat K  
Antoni Axel A ++  
Harris Graham 
Stratford Paula  
Drake Thomas P  
Kaul Anjna  

UTTING
Alfie John  
(address in the Uxbridge & South Ruislip Constituency)  
Independent  
Dore Francesca O B +  
Dore Angela  
Kibbin Anna-Claire F 
Walford Samuel P  
Doré Alicia  
Braithwaite Peter ++ 
Dore Graham  
Connor Daniel G 
Sutherland Lucy M  
Utting Alfie  

YOGENSTEIN
Yace "Interplanetary Time Lord"  
Suite 162, 151 High St., 
Southampton,  
SO14 2BT  
Waterhouse Stephen +  
Weatherston Ian 
Marsh Lee A 
Banks Louis J 
Dickinson Samantha J  
Waterhouse Samantha ++  
Buckley Geoffrey M 
Afonso Nelson  
Lynch Daniel M  
Barrett Claire L A

*Decision of the Acting Returning Officer that the nomination is invalid or other reason why a person nominated no longer stands nominated.

The persons above against whose name no entry is made in the last column have been and stand validly nominated.

A POLL WILL BE TAKEN on Thursday 12 December 2019 between the hours of 7:00 am and 10:00 pm.

Dated Thursday 14 November 2019

Lloyd White  
Acting Returning Officer

Printed and published by the Acting Returning Officer, Civic Centre, High Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 1UW